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MEMO 26-2023 

 

DATE:  Friday 28th April 

TO:  Match Officials 

FROM:  General Manager Football Operations  

SUBJECT: Squadi Update 

 
 

For 

Information 

or Action 

Action required Action completed by NNSWF Contact Total Pages 

Information N/A N/A Jarod Baxter 2 

 

Dear All,  

 

Thank you everyone who set up and used Squadi for the first time last weekend. Thank you to all who 

provided feedback on any issues and improvements, we have taken much of this directly to Squadi and will be 

working to have these matters resolved as soon as possible. 

 

There are also several directives and some clarification for our referees based on last weeks roll out. Please see 

the instructions below: 

 

Penalties 
Whilst the instruction during the training was to mark penalties as a penalty instead of a normal goal when 
adding a goal in the app, please now ensure that all penalties scored during a game are selected as “Penalty 
Goal” Please do not select anything as a just “penalty” or “penalty shootout” on the app after the match. If 
“penalty goal” is not available, please select “goal”. 
 

Own Goals 
There was some confusion around the adding of own goals. Please allocate any own goals to the team and 
player that conceded the goal. The system will automatically recognise that this goal should be awarded to 
the opposition when it is submitted.  
 

Goal Scorers 
Whilst this has been an issue in some games prior to Squadi, the instant publishing of results had brought 
more of a focus on ensuring the right players have been allocated goals. Please ensure you note the correct 
goal scorers and consult the rest of your refereeing team if required. 
 

Reporting 

The new NNSWF red card report will likely be rolled out within the app in the coming fortnight; however, we 
ask that referees do use the send off report within the app where possible, the same is asked for incident 
reports. If you have any issues using these report, or are restricted by the current character limits, the current 
send off and incident report forms will remain live and available for use. 
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Further Issues  

The feedback from referees using the system is a critically important part of this roll out, and we ask that 

should you find further issues that you take screenshots of these issues and provide them to NNSWF through 

referees@northernnswfootball.com.au  

Thank you again for your patience during this period. 

Kind regards, 

Liam Bentley     

General Manager Football Operations   

Northern NSW Football     
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